
The rapidly evolving work and market changes that we’ve all
experienced over the last year has clearly demonstrated the
critical need for securing remote networks and has made
security a top priority for many organizations.

In an effort to support our customers and the world around
us, the NSE Training Institute is committed to closing the
cybersecurity skills gap by building a highly-skilled, diverse
workforce of NSE-certified professionals.

With that in mind we’re launching this new quarterly
newsletter to help keep our NSEs up-to-date on new
information and offerings.
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Free Self-Paced Technical
and Expert Courses

Fortinet has extended the availability of
its free self-paced NSE technical
courses. In addition to the full library,
the following courses have been
released in 2021:

Fortinet NSE 2

The Evolution of Cybersecurity

Fortinet NSE 5

FortiEDR 4.2
FortiAnalyzer 6.4
FortiManager 6.4

Other Technical Courses

New OT Security

View all courses

NSE Pearson Vue Exams

The following Fortinet NSE exams have
been released in 2021:

Fortinet NSE 5

FortiEDR 4.2
FortiAnalyzer 6.4
FortiManager 6.4

Fortinet NSE 7

Enterprise Firewall 6.4
SD-WAN 6.4
Secure Access 6.4
Public Cloud Security 6.4

Book an exam

Watch For These Product
Courses Coming Soon

Major updates in FortiOS 7.0 tackle
some of today’s biggest security
challenges related to work from home,
securing the SASE edge, and more.

FortiOS 7.0 is coming March 2021.
Training to be released in April.

Learn about FortiOS 7.0

Instructor-Led Training

Book a seat in a virtual online class and
learn from a Fortinet Certified Trainer.

Or choose a private training session
online, customized for your organization
and delivered through a virtual
classroom application.

Contact training@fortinet.com

View course schedule

Fortinet NSE Training Institute
Launches Education Pathways

Fortinet education pathways create a career
map to help you navigate NSE Training
Institute learning. Explore the pathways
below:

Security Operations
Adaptive Cloud Security
Security-Driven Networking
Zero Trust Access

NSE 8 Certification Advances
Security Professionals and Helps
Address the Skills Gap

Rony Moussa, Technical Team Lead of
Cybersecurity at Triple C discusses the value
of certifications, and his experience with the
NSE Training Institute’s eight-level
certification program.

Read the article

Free Information Security
Awareness and Training Service

One of the most critical strategies for
addressing the risks associated with a large
remote workforce is to ensure that workers
have the skills needed to identify and thwart
threats. Fortinet’s new service will help
companies better educate their workforce
and help close the cybersecurity skills gap.

Enroll Your Organization
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Fortinet NSE Training
Institute makes the top
ten most popular reads in
three different
magazines:

Certification
Magazine
Infosecurity
Magazine
SDxCentral

Sandra Wheatley, Senior
Vice President,
Marketing, Threat
Intelligence & Influencer
Communications at
Fortinet publishes  Want
to Close the Cyber Skills
Gap? Get Women
Involved! in CISO
Magazine, March 2021.

Rob Rashotte, Vice
President, Global
Training & Technical
Field Enablement at
Fortinet writes Closing
the Cyber Skills Gap
Requires a Culture of
Continuous Learning in
Security Magazine,
December, 2020.

Certification Program

Validates cybersecurity
skills and expertise. This
program consists of eight
levels of certification,
delivered as self-paced and
instructor-led courses.

Learn More

Authorized Training
Centers (ATCs)

Provide a global network of
facilities that deliver high-
quality Fortinet training in
local languages in more
than a hundred countries
and territories.

Learn More

Information Security
Awareness and
Training Service

Educates your workforce
about today’s cyber threat.
Organizations of all sizes
can benefit from this free
service, developed in
alignment with NIST
guidelines.

Learn More

Fortinet Veterans Program

Transitions military service
members, veterans, and
military spouses into the
cybersecurity industry by
focusing on the natural
synergy between national
defense and defending
critical information for
organizations.

Learn More

Security Academy Program

Provides industry-
recognized Fortinet training
and certification
opportunities to academic
institutions and non-profits
around the world.

Learn More

Fortinet Certified Trainers
Program

Ensures trainers
demonstrate expertise and
proficiency with Fortinet
products and solutions,
combined with proven
instructional training skills.

Learn More

NSE Training Institute in the News

FortiGuard Threat Intelligence

FortiGuard Labs is the global threat intelligence and research organization at
Fortinet. Over 200 partner organizations share information and Fortinet uses
machine learning to turn all that information into actionable threat intelligence.

Here are some ways to stay up-to-date:

Sign up for the free weekly FortiGuard Threat Intelligence Brief
Download the new Global Threat Landscape Report (Released February 24,
2021)
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